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Foodservice is a complicated channel……
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Traditional Supply Chain
Silo’d, limited collaboration

Foodservice Manufacturer
Lack real time operator
data
Increasing trade spending
without increasing ROI

Distributor
Fear of losing business
restricts any cooperation
with trading partners.
Limited cost to serve

Foodservice Operators
(Independents)
Bazaar DSR pricing Seat
of the pants
understanding of what
drives margin

Consumers
Post Covid using digital
more to find and order
from restaurants

Independent Operator Friction
Trends Data
Operators lack
knowledge of what is
driving consumers to
restaurants

Bazaar Pricing
from Distributors
Little transparency into
how items are prices

Unfair playing field
Manufacturers inflate price to
pay GPOs/ CMs rebates, the
independent operator pays the
tax

GPO Gatekeeper

Lack of Integrated
Business tools

selection of offerings
limited what % of
manufacturer deal
reaches the individual
restaurant

No fully integrated tool
to understand menu
margin contributions nor
studs and duds

Multiple Online
Order Site
Operator's time is
wasted with multiple
sign-on different formats

Distributor Friction
GPO Interference
reduced margins to operators
and reduced earned income
from manufacturers

10% of Customers
produce 130% of
profits- *WayPoint Analytics

Bazaar pricing

Most customers are
breakeven or worse
3.4% of SKU are more
than 50% of revenue

DSRs control aspects of
operator prices
independent of true
profitability

Manufacturer
Support

Trade
Management
Reporting

whether broker or direct
sales support tends to
favor corporate
distributors and larger
manufacturers

Costly systems and
staff to provide proof of
performance to
manufactures

Act as
Manufacturer’s
Bank
deviated pricing burden
carried by the distributor

Manufacturer Friction
GPO Interference
GPOs add cost to products but
not value what % of spend is
passed on?

Field Sales
Performance
Inability to accurately
measure performance of
field sales, if smaller
manufacturer is there
value in having a broker?

Earned Income
What value are we receiving
from our distributor spend?
Especially versus Distributor
Brands

Operator
Perception

Trade Spend
Performance

How do operators value
/perceive trade spend?

No true ROI on
foodservice trade at
either the operator or
distributor level

No visibility (real
time) to unit level data
Do not know how products
are preforming and
consumer reaction

Frictionless Foodservice
A collaborative digital supply chain
Adding value to all

Foodservice Manufacturer
Has (near) real time data
able to measure trade
spend and adjust
inventory to consumer
demands and trends

Distributor
Earns revenue from
manufacturer by sharing
demand data. Reducing
administrative & sales
burdens

Independent Operators
Understand pricing
rational &menu
contribution, receive
trends information
Share Purchase data
Potentially down to POS
data

This model exists for the Top 100 Chains

Consumers
Consumers are attracted
to operators with on-trend
offering and Limited Time
Offers
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